Bungaroo Track

1 hr 30 mins
3.6 km Return

Hard track

4

237m

This walk explores a section of bush between Hunter
Ave, St Ives, and Middle Harbour Creek. The walk
follows a reasonably well defined bush track, passing
several rocky outcrops with views across the valley.
The walk is named after Bungaroo, a spot of Middle
Harbour creek which was described by the first
Governor of NSW when he and his party were
exploring this area for farmland. Follow these
historic footsteps and explore a piece of wonderful
bushland.
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Are you ready to have fun?
Please ensure you and your group are well prepared and
equipped for all possible hazards and delays. Check park
closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating before
setting out. Optional side trips and alternate routes noted are
not included in this walks overall grade, length or time
estimate. Please allow extra time for resting and exploring
areas of interest. The authors, staff and owners of wildwalks
take care in preparing this information but will not accept
responsibility for any inconvenience, loss or injury you may
experience. Please take care, have fun - Happy Walking.
Getting there You can get to Int of Hunter Ave and Founders
Way (gps: -33.7432, 151.1762) by car or bus. Car: There is
free parking available.
This is a return, so you will finish back at the start.
Find up to date and more information inlcuding; travel
directions, weather, park closures and walker feedback at
http://wild.tl/l
0 | Int of Hunter Ave and Founders Way
(70 m 1 mins) From the intersection, this walk follows the
Founders Way service trail, heading away from the road and
past a picnic seat, continuing along to the 'T' intersection with
the pipeline track.
0.07 | Int of Pipeline Track and Founders Way
(180 m 3 mins) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk
follows the management trail keeping the pipeline on the right
as it heads up the gentle hill and past a Garigal National Park
sign. It then continues through the bush for a while before
coming to the signposted intersection with the Bungaroo
Track.
0.24 | Int of Pipeline and Bungaroo Tracks
(1.3 km 33 mins) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk
follows the 'Bungaroo Track' sign along the bush track,
heading away from the pipeline and through the gum trees,
winding down some wooden steps before coming to the
intersection of the lookout rock at the track markers. Here, the
track turns right and continues along through the bush to the
intersection with the upper link track, where a power line
tower comes into view at a rock surface with some painted
green arrows.
Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the bush
track east towards the rock platforms, where it follows the
steps down a cleft between the rocks. The walk continues
along the bush track, winding through the bush and under
some high-tension power lines and down some spaced-out
wooden steps, until it comes to the intersection with the
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middle link track at a rock surface with some green painted
arrows.
Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the bush
track heading east, down the hill and through the bush for a
while, steadily winding down wooden and rock steps. The
track heads down around some rock platforms and past an
information sign on a local bird called the Anomalous
Hornbill. The walk passes a track marker and continues down
some more wooden steps to the intersection of the lower link
track.
1.54 | Int of Bungaroo and Lower Link Track
(240 m 4 mins) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk
follows the bush track, with the ground sloping up to the left
and keeping the wide creek a short distance (through the
bush) to the right. The track continues through the thick bush
and around some boulders for a little while before bending to
the right and coming to the Middle Harbour Creek, which it
crosses at the large sandstone steppingstones (not safe to
cross if stepping stones covered in water). The walk then
continues up the steps on the other side to the signposted
intersection of the 'Governor Phillip Track'.
1.78 | Bungaroo
Governor Arthur Phillip (first governor of NSW) described
this section of the river as where "the flowing of the tide
ceased". Phillip and his party of nine camped here in 1788
whilst looking for land suitable for farming. John White
(Surgeon General) described the the area as "the most desert,
wild and solitary seclusion that the imagination can form any
idea of". Over the past 200 years the river has changed, but
somewhere not far upstream of the stepping stone is
Bungaroo. More info.

